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Abstract: Wind observations at multiple levels (40–200 m) have been conducted over a five-year time
period (2016–2020) on Jeju Island of South Korea. This study aims to understand the vertical and
temporal characteristics of the lower atmosphere. Jeju Island is a region located at mid-latitude and is
affected by seasonal wind. The maximum wind speed occurs in the relatively lower altitudes during
daytime and is delayed in the relatively higher altitude after sunset in a diurnal cycle. In the summer
season, the altitudes appear earlier than in other seasons via the dominant solar radiation effect
during daytime, and the altitude after sunset increases up to 160 m. However, the maximum wind
speed in the winter season occurs irregularly among altitudes, and it is lower than that in the summer
season. This can be attributed to the increase in the mean wind speed in the diurnal cycle caused by
the strong northwestern wind in the winter season. These results imply that the relationship between
near-surface and higher altitudes is primarily affected by solar radiation and seasonal winds. These
results are expected to contribute to site selection criteria for wind farms.

Keywords: Wind-LIDAR; multiple-level winds; diurnal cycle; atmospheric boundary layer;
maximum wind speed

1. Introduction

With the acceleration of global warming, the demand for renewable energy sources that
generate eco-friendly and clean energy, such as wind power, with reduced carbon emissions
is gradually increasing [1–3]. Generally, wind-power-generating turbines are located within
the surface layer (SL), which corresponds to ~10% of the lower layer of the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL); SL is further classified into inertial and roughness sublayers, which
interact with the land surface [4]. Additionally, SL can be part of a thermally driven
mixed layer (ML) and a nocturnal stable boundary layer (NL), which develop over daily
diurnal cycle timeframes. During daytime, ML develops up to several kilometers owing to
strong convection associated with solar radiation, whereas after sunset, with decreasing
convection within ABL, ML is replaced by NL until sunrise. Concerning solar radiation,
heat and momentum are exchanged within SL during daytime and nighttime, and these
characteristics are also closely related to atmospheric movement and the calculation of wind
power generation [5]. However, the processes occurring within ABL are still not properly
understood [6,7]. Therefore, properly understanding the role of the lower atmospheric
layer in wind power generation as a renewable energy source is crucial [8]. Additionally,
although various studies have been conducted on the effect of the wind environment
on wind power generation in lower atmospheric layers, including SL [9–12], long-term
observations and research on vertical wind profile characteristics are insufficient.

Wind light detection and ranging (Wind-LIDAR) equipment is a state-of-the-art tech-
nology for obtaining wind measurements, and it has been developed rapidly over the
decades following the invention of the laser in 1960 [13–21]. However, limitations, in-
cluding a low spatial resolution and the inability to address local climate characteristics
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that considerably impact wind peak and ramp predictions, still remain [22]. To overcome
these limitations, ground-based remote observation equipment, such as Wind-LIDAR,
was recently introduced for climate research [23]. Wind-LIDAR can remotely measure
atmospheric winds and has a higher resolution than existing SODAR (Sonic Detection and
Ranging) [24]. Although existing observation towers installed on the ground are limited in
terms of height for wind resource estimation and vertical wind observation and require
high installation costs, remote observation equipment such as Wind-LIDAR has advantages
in that it is easy to move and install and is cost-effective; moreover, its height settings can be
conveniently changed. In this context, the National Institute of Meteorological Sciences has
conducted an intensive and long-term Wind-LIDAR observation at a point in the northern
part of Jeju Island, which includes a section with an altitude of 40–200 m, where changes in
SL can also be examined. The relevant observatory has been operated to select the location
of wind power plants and evaluate the environment, which facilitates the provision of data
for the analysis of vertical wind characteristics of the lower atmospheric layer, including SL,
under the circumstance where long-term vertical observation data are rare. Therefore, this
study intends to investigate the vertical structure and temporal variability characteristics
of wind in the lower atmospheric layer, including SL, using long-term observation data
on vertical wind. The sections of this paper consist of Section 2, which introduces data
collected from observation equipment and analysis methods; Section 3, which presents
monthly and daily variation characteristics of vertical wind; and Section 4, which includes
the summary and discussion.

2. Data and Methods

The long-term vertical wind observations were conducted at the Bonggae (BG) Ob-
servatory in northern Jeju-si, Jeju-do, located at 351 m above sea level (Figure 1). The
equipment used for the vertical wind observations was Wind-LIDAR (by Leosphere)
(33.4621◦ N, 126.6289◦ E), which is a technology applied in various fields to measure the
distance to objects and speed using a laser and has been reported to be more reliable than
conventional remote equipment such as SODAR [25]. In the surrounding environment
where the observation equipment was installed, gentle slopes were generally spread out,
and the surface roughness was 0.07 m, which is a value equivalent to the surface roughness
class between 1.5 and 2 [26]; therefore, the influence of turbulence due to high obstacles was
relatively small. The Wind-LIDAR has an observation altitude range from 40 m to 200 m,
with 10 layers of vertical resolution at intervals of 10 m at altitudes of ≤60 m and 20 m at
altitudes > 60 m. The sampling rate was 1 Hz, and then the 10 min average time resolution
was calculated for each wind direction and wind speed at all altitudes. Observations were
conducted for approximately five years from September 2016 to July 2020, and quality con-
trol was applied according to the Meteorological Observations Standardized Manual [27].
A step test and the persistence test were performed on the collected data. Firstly, the step
test was applied to exclude unrealistic wind, which shows a sudden change (10 ms−1) in
the 10 min average time resolution. Secondly, the persistence test examining the mini-
mum change (0 ms−1, 0 degree) allowed for continuous time measurements (240 min).
Subsequently, the hourly and monthly average values were calculated for the analysis
of various time scales. Additionally, owing to the nature of optical sensor observation
equipment such as Wind-LIDAR, incorrect measurements and missing data often result
from atmospheric conditions. For example, clouds and aerosols affect backscatter, or the
data collection rate decreases with an increasing altitude. Considering these factors, with
200 m, the altitude of the highest observation layer, as the standard, the days on which
more than two-thirds of data were secured for 24 h a day were selected, and other days with
a lower proportion of data were excluded from the analysis. The purpose of this study was
to analyze the general vertical distribution characteristics of wind in the Bonggae area of
Jeju Island using data collected over many years, which were averaged monthly and hourly
according to the length of the analysis time. Additionally, considering the characteristics
of the Korean Peninsula, which experiences all four seasons, we attempted to examine in
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detail the diurnal characteristics of vertical winds by comparing the diurnal cycle for each
season and mean value.
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Figure 1. (a) Location (the yellow star symbol) and (b) Wind-LIDAR installation at Bonggae (BG)
station on Jeju Island of South Korea.

3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of Monthly Cycle and Characteristics via Elevation of Bonggae’s Wind

The monthly mean wind speed for each altitude in the BG area varied over a range
from 2.57 ms−1 to 10.49 ms−1, and it showed an increase as the altitude increased (Figure 2).
A typical vertical structure of the East Asian seasonal wind was shown, which is relatively
weakened in summer and strengthened in winter. Based on years of observation, the
average wind speed at altitudes of 40 to 200 m was found to be 7.65 ms−1 on average in
the months of December, January, and February (DJF), which correspond to winter, and
this was relatively larger than that in other seasons (March–April–May, MAM: 6.66 ms−1,
September–October–November, SON: 6.21 ms−1). Moreover, in the context of the wind
direction, northwesterly wind was dominant relative to in other seasons (Figure 3). After
winter, the northwest wind gradually weakened, and the wind speed gradually decreased;
moreover, in spring (March to May), the northerly wind was dominant, and the westerly
wind almost disappeared. In summer (June to August), the average wind speed was the
weakest (4.79 ms−1) of the year, and the easterly wind gradually increased. Subsequently,
the easterly wind quickly changed its direction toward the westerly wind as the fall season
(September to November) approached due to seasonal wind, followed by the arrival of the
winter season.

As described earlier, the wind direction and wind speed in the BG area were highly
correlated regardless of altitude, and when the wind was strong, the northwest wind
was dominant, whereas when the wind was weak, the southeasterly wind dominated.
Additionally, the characteristic of the clockwise circulation of the wind in all layers was
confirmed during the year starting from spring. This means that wind directions at an
altitude of 40–200 m have the same variability, suggesting that the influence of the sur-
rounding seasonal winds, including in the observation area, plays a major role. Wind speed
characteristics according to altitude were also clearly observed, with 4.91 to 8.76 ms−1

being noted in the highest layer of the observation altitude and 3.76 to 6.96 ms−1 being
noted in the lowest layer of the observation altitude; moreover, the strongest wind speed
occurred in the highest layer in December, and the weakest wind speed occurred in the
lowest layer in July (Table 1). Thus, the monthly wind speed showed a distinct difference
depending on the season in the vertical structure, and according to altitude, the upper
layer was approximately 21.2–38.6% larger than the lower layer. In particular, the reason
for the increase in the wind speed in the upper layer during winter is that the influence of
ground friction decreases with an increasing altitude; moreover, the wind speed increases
because it is influenced by the northwesterly seasonal wind. Additionally, the relatively
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weak upper layer wind speed in summer is due to weakened horizontal advection as the
vertical mixing between the upper and lower layers is strengthened by the ground being
strongly heated by the sun along with the weakened northwest seasonal wind. Moreover,
the wind direction associated with horizontal advection was also highly correlated with
the wind speed, which could be clearly observed from the average wind speed for each
wind direction in the order of north wind (11.0 ms−1), west wind (7.2 ms−1), east wind
(6.0 ms−1), and south wind (5.1 ms−1).
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Table 1. Monthly mean wind speed (ms−1) for vertical levels averaged for all periods.

(m) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

200 8.75 7.86 7.64 7.80 6.75 5.39 4.91 5.75 7.56 7.24 6.61 8.76
180 8.59 7.67 7.52 7.53 6.54 5.21 4.68 5.68 7.31 7.08 6.43 8.51
160 8.43 7.55 7.34 7.37 6.35 5.12 4.56 5.66 7.04 6.87 6.29 8.40
140 8.27 7.38 7.21 7.22 6.27 4.96 4.41 5.55 6.87 6.63 6.13 8.20
120 8.07 7.24 7.14 7.10 6.15 4.83 4.33 5.44 6.63 6.41 5.97 7.99
100 7.86 7.22 6.98 6.93 5.98 4.72 4.21 5.33 6.40 6.16 5.81 7.76
80 7.71 7.10 6.84 6.76 5.82 4.61 4.07 5.18 6.12 5.92 5.65 7.56
60 7.36 6.84 6.61 6.50 5.63 4.47 3.95 4.98 5.81 5.63 5.40 7.24
50 7.17 6.67 6.49 6.31 5.47 4.37 3.86 4.88 5.64 5.45 5.28 7.05
40 6.96 6.49 6.30 6.10 5.28 4.25 3.76 4.72 5.52 5.23 5.08 6.84

3.2. Mean Diurnal Characteristics of Bonggae’s Winds

In addition to analyzing the characteristics of monthly variability, diurnal cycles were
investigated to determine the characteristics of the vertical wind in a shorter period of time
in the Bonggae region. Similar to the strong (weak) wind occurring in winter (summer) in
the average daily cycle of vertical winds during the entire period, the wind direction and
wind speed were characterized by increasing or decreasing solar radiation (Figure 4). In
the case of wind direction, the wind of the northerly directional sectors was observed to
dominate at all altitudes and all times; moreover, the wind direction changed to a more
westerly direction at ~8 a.m. at the beginning of sunrise in the lower layer and then to the
north wind at ~5 p.m. In the case of wind speed, the minimum values occurred at 8 a.m.,
and the maximum values occurred at 2 p.m. on average at all altitudes (Figure 5). And this
similar diurnal cycle pattern occurred at all altitudes. To examine this periodicity in more
detail, the difference between the diurnal cycle of wind speed and the minimum wind
speed at each altitude was calculated to determine the time point during the day when
the minimum wind speed occurred (Figure 6). Additionally, through a related analysis,
determining the relative change in wind speed according to altitude from the time when the
minimum wind speed occurred was possible. As with the aforementioned results, the time
points of the minimum wind speed were 8 a.m. in the 40–80 m section of the lower layer
and 9 a.m., one hour later, in the 100–200 m section. This clearly indicates that there is a
time lag of ~1 h depending on the altitude during the sunrise time. Additionally, there was
a high correlation of at least 0.96 or more with the wind speed diurnal cycle at two adjacent
altitudes in the upper and lower layers (Table 2), which clearly indicates that, at minimum
wind speeds, there is also a high correlation relationship among the minimum wind speed
time. These characteristics are also likely to be related to the surrounding environment of
Bonggae, where there are few topographical features affecting wind speed changes.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients among wind speeds for vertical levels.

Height 40 m 50 m 60 m 80 m 100 m 120 m 140 m 160 m 180 m 200 m

200 m 0.07 0.11 0.21 0.38 0.56 0.71 0.80 0.91 0.97 1.00
180 m 0.27 0.31 0.39 0.55 0.71 0.83 0.90 0.98 1.00
160 m 0.41 0.45 0.53 0.68 0.82 0.91 0.96 1.00
140 m 0.59 0.63 0.70 0.82 0.92 0.98 1.00
120 m 0.70 0.74 0.80 0.89 0.96 1.00
100 m 0.83 0.86 0.91 0.96 1.00
80 m 0.93 0.95 0.97 1.00
60 m 0.98 0.99 1.00
50 m 0.99 1.00
40 m 1.00
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3.3. Diurnal Characteristics in Each Season of Bonggae Winds

Earlier, the northwest wind was observed to dominate the monthly and daily cycles
of the vertical wind, and the characteristics of the wind according to solar radiation were
similar to each other (Figures 3 and 4). However, in the summer season (June–July–August,
JJA), the strong westerly wind did not occur in a monthly cycle (Figure 3), unlike the
diurnal cycle mean (Figure 4). This suggests that the diurnal cycle of the wind differs
seasonally. To further investigate this variability, the seasonal characteristics of the diurnal
cycle were examined; consequently, the main wind direction was different depending on
the season (Figure 7), unlike the results of the year-round northwest wind dominating
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the diurnal cycle mean during the entire period (Figure 4). The same as the average
diurnal cycle result, winter was the season when the northwest wind was most dominant,
meaning that winter is the most important season for the average annual wind direction
in comparison with other seasons (Figure 7d). In winter, the biggest feature was that the
northwest wind was continuously maintained regardless of altitude and the diurnal cycle.
The northerly (westerly) wind in spring was weakened compared with winter by 29.4%
(59.9%) (Figure 7a,d).
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During the summer, the strong northerly wind switched to a southerly wind because
of seasonal wind changes (Figure 7a,b). This phenomenon occurred because of the topo-
graphic effect, as the observation site is located on the downwind side from Hallasan (Mt.
Halla, 1947 m), which blocks southerly wind during the summer (Figure 1a). And the
influence of horizontal advection flow decreased due to strong vertical mixing caused by
solar radiation in summer. Then, the wind direction changed from easterly to westerly in
fall, unlike in summer (Figure 7b,c). Subsequently, the northwesterly wind reached its peak
strength in winter because of seasonal wind changes. And it could also be enhanced by
a reduced topographic effect, as the observation site is located on the upwind side from
the mountain in winter. The results demonstrate that the wind in the Bonggae area of Jeju
shows different characteristics according to the season.

3.4. Maximum Wind Speed Characteristics of Bonggae Wind According to Altitude

Previously, we found that the minimum wind speed at each altitude occurred at 8 to
9 a.m. on average and was delayed by ~1 h in the upper layer compared with the lower layer
(Figure 6). The wind speeds at each altitude were confirmed to be closely related to each
other, exhibiting similar variability between adjacent altitudes. However, the correlation
of wind speeds at adjacent altitudes weakened as the altitudes were gradually separated
farther (Table 2), suggesting that the time lag at each altitude may occur differently. The
diurnal wind speed was minimal at 8–9 a.m. on average, and its strength gradually
increased as a result of increased vertical mixing owing to ground heating after sunrise. The
time when the maximum wind speed was observed, unlike the minimum wind speed, was
considerably influenced by monsoonal winds and ground heating by the sun in each season.
To examine this phenomenon of the vertical structure in detail, the time of day when the
wind speed was maximized at each altitude was compared and analyzed according to
season (Figure 8).
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A common feature of all seasons was that the maximum wind speed occurred first in
the lowest layer after sunrise, and then the maximum wind speed occurred in the upper
layer. However, there was a difference in the occurrence of the delayed maximum wind
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speed depending on the season. The occurrence of the maximum spring wind speed could
be largely divided into two groups: the first occurred at 2–4 p.m. in the section at an altitude
of 40–80 m, which was approximately half of the lower layer of the observed altitude, and
then the second, delayed by 4 h, occurred at 8–11 p.m. in the section at a relatively high
altitude of 100–200 m (Figure 8a). As mentioned earlier, the fact that the maximum wind
speed at each altitude occurs at different time points means that the wind speed at each
altitude is determined differently. In the lower altitude, the wind speed gradually increased
after sunrise to reach the maximum at ~3 p.m., and then it decreased with decreasing
vertical mixing. However, in the higher altitude with relatively strong wind, the wind
speed that decreased after sunrise gradually increased again and continued to increase,
even after sunset, which resulted in the maximum wind speed occurring at night. The
maximum wind speed in spring exhibited a time lag between the different altitudes owing
to vertical mixing associated with the diurnal cycle of solar radiation. The fall also showed
similar results to the spring, with the maximum wind speed occurring at 40–100 m in the
lower layer at approximately 2–3 p.m. and then at 120–200 m at 7–8 p.m., delayed by 4 h
(Figure 8c).

The summer showed considerably different results from the previous two seasons;
basically, the average wind speed was relatively small at all times, and the variability among
altitudes was also the smallest (Figure 8b). In particular, the variability among altitudes was
minimal at ~11 a.m. after sunrise, and the maximum wind speed occurred in all sections of
40–160 m, except for the top two layers at 12 a.m.–1 p.m. Thus, the relatively small diurnal
variability of the wind speed in summer compared with other seasons and the occurrence
of the maximum wind speed were almost simultaneously correlated with vertical mixing
caused by overwhelmingly strong solar radiation. Consequently, the occurrence of the
maximum wind speed in the higher altitude was also delayed by 10 h in the 180–200 m
section. However, in winter, the average wind speed was relatively higher than that in other
seasons, unlike summer, and the biggest feature was the time when the maximum wind
speed appeared to be distributed at various times (Figure 8d). Although the maximum
wind speed first occurred in the 40–100 m section at 2–3 p.m. after sunrise, nonlinear
characteristics appeared regardless of delay, such as at 6 p.m., 7 p.m., and 8 p.m., and
at 3 a.m. and 5 a.m., at higher altitudes. This was mainly due to the influence of the
northwest seasonal wind, which becomes stronger in winter, rather than the influence of
solar radiation. Additionally, these characteristics appeared similarly in the hours of day
when the minimum wind speed at each altitude occurred, with a constant delay of ~1 h
between the upper and lower layers in spring and autumn, a long delay of ~6 h in summer,
and some delay in winter, but with irregularities among altitudes.

3.5. Long-Term Tendency of Bonggae’s Wind

From the results of the approximately five-year observation in Bonggae, we found
that the wind speed exhibited an increasing tendency (Figure 9). The wind speed data
from four adjacent automated weather station (AWS) points (Table 3) were compared to
confirm whether these characteristics were limited to one area, and the same increasing
trend was also observed. Nevertheless, because the tendency in this long period from a
climatic perspective may be a natural variability, the AWS analysis period was extended
back to the year 2000 to examine wind speed variability for a total of 20 years (Figure 10).
Though there was an increase or decrease depending on the year, the wind speed had been
steadily decreasing from about 2004 to 2016, and these results have also been presented
in a global trend analysis using the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) [28]
and East Asian studies using observation data [29–32]. Since then, though there have been
differences in time depending on the analysis area, the wind speed changed again around
2016 [31,32] (Liu et al., 2018; Kim and Paik., 2015), which is consistent with the results
at Bonggae and AWS. This means that properly understanding the long-term tendency
of wind speeds not only for location selection and the power generation calculation of
wind power generation complexes but also for their long-term operation is crucial [33–36].
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Furthermore, expanding observations and operations using Wind-LIDAR to a wider area
in the future is essential.
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4. Summary and Discussion

Herein, we investigated the characteristics of vertical winds for the monthly and
diurnal cycles at the lower layer (40–200 m) of ABL in the Bonggae area of Jeju Island. For
the monthly cycle, the wind speed weakened/strengthened in summer/winter, and the
wind direction was dominated by northwesterly wind in winter and by easterly wind in
summer, but the amplitude of the wind speed in summer was relatively small. We could
confirm that these characteristics were consistent at all altitudes and closely correlated
with each other by altitude. These characteristics appeared similarly in the diurnal wind
speed, and there was generally a 1 h difference among vertical layers. These delays differed
according to the season, with spring and fall exhibiting a division at different altitudes
showing consistent characteristics, whereas in summer, the maximum wind speed occurred
simultaneously 10 h earlier at most altitudes, except for in some of the upper layers.
This seems to be due to the relatively strong solar radiation and active vertical mixing.
In winter, the maximum wind speed was nonlinear; therefore, the delay characteristics
between altitudes did not appear, which was due to influence of strong northwesterly
winds, contrary to summer. Additionally, the wind speed exhibited a long-term increasing
tendency after decreasing for more than 10 years, which is consistent with previously
known research results and the corresponding AWS results.

This study contributes to the field of wind energy and wind measurement campaigns
by providing additional information on what altitude is important in monthly and diurnal
cycles where the maximum wind occurs and is maintained. And a new finding revealed
that the recent increasing tendency of wind speed occurred not only at our research site
but also at the AWSs around the site in the five-year analysis. The delayed relationship
in the maximum wind speed among altitudes in the diurnal cycle according to different
seasons can be useful information for operating wind plants related to the development
of wind power generation efficiency. Through this study, it was possible to understand
the vertical wind characteristics via intuitive observations using Wind-LIDAR without
relying on ground observations based on the similarity theory. In addition, it has been
shown that the atmospheric stability has an impact on the vertical wind structure, and it
has been related to wind farm performance in several reports [9,11,37–40]. Considering
the atmospheric stability and the long-term trend of the vertical wind structure analyzed
in this study, more reliable and improved information can be provided. Furthermore, the
recent studies on Urban Air Mobility (UAM) report that understanding the vertical wind
structure is important for taking off and landing [41,42]. It is expected that the results of
this study can be helpful for the safe operation of UAM.
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